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Issue 13, December 2011

We would like to take this opportunity to wish all our clients and friends the warmest thoughts and best wishes for a
wonderful holiday and a very HAPPY 2012! It has been a great year in our practice, with new technology, lens
advances and most important, new faces. Thank you for your on-going support!
Just to keep you informed...
• Pensioners, domestics and gardeners without medical aid receive a no-charge eye examination on Tuesdays.
• According to the HPCSA (Health Profession Council of South Africa), contact lenses can only be dispensed
within a period of 12 months following an eye examination. (see link below)
• You can book an eye examination on our website.
We do value your feedback with regards to our customer service. Please communicate by sending us an e-mail to
cresta@thevisioncompany.co.za or fill-in our survey.
Please travel safe if you are leaving home, and we will SEE you in 2012!
Best wishes
The VISION team

New York, NY– GUESS Eyewear presents a bold selection of optical and sun styles for men and women for the
new season. The collection offers a variety of silhouettes, colours and sizes that express the wide range of today's
top fashion trends.
Exotic animal prints with new finishes and textures highlight the women’s Collection for GUESS. Innovative cat-eye
style and its counter parts create a unique look by combining plastic materials with a metal engraved zebra plaque.
Epoxy colour fill on animal pattern is bold and chic. These styles are fun and flirty with lots of personality.

The edgy styling of the men’s GU 1722 is rich with textured details. Bold modern fronts and rich colour tones are
fashion forward. Rubberized temple detail, metal rivets and cut out vents add a sporty rugged overall look. The
metal signature “G” Logo is bold and masculine.

About GUESS?, Inc.
Established in 1981, GUESS began as a jeans company and has since successfully grown into a global lifestyle
brand. Today GUESS designs, markets and distributes full collections of women’s, men’s and children’s apparel as
well as accessories. Throughout the years, the GUESS image has been portrayed in unforgettable, innovative
campaigns that have made the brand amongst the most recognized in the world. GUESS is distributed in over 500
retail and factory outlet stores, at its online store GUESS.com, and at fine department and specialty stores
throughout the world. GUESS has stores, licensees, and distributors in South America, Europe, Asia, South Africa,
Australia and the Middle East. For more information about GUESS visit www.guess.com.

Marlene en Arno got married on the 18th of November. All the best in this new journey!

Congratulations to Werner and Susan expecting their third little one, and Davor and Tanya their second. VISION will
have a bigger family in 2012!

A Brief History of Contact Lenses
You may be surprised to find out that the Italian inventor, artist and scientist Leonardo da Vinci is
the one who, in 1508, sketched and...
HPCSA: Clinical Guidelines For Selling Contact Lenses
It is illegal for contact lenses to be handed over by anyone in a practice or elsewhere without the
patient having had a comprehensive...
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